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Montrichardia is a genus of two robust aquatic species, Montrichardia linifera (Arruda) Schott (Fig.
A) and Montrichardia arborescens (L.) Schott (Fig. B), both widespread in tropical America (1).
They are distinguished by leaf shape (cordate vs. sagittate), anterior lobe secondary vein number
(5 – 7 vs. 3), basal sinus (closed vs. open) and ligule length (3.0 – 7.0 cm vs. 0.5 – 1.5 cm). The
taxonomic value of these two species has been questioned by previous researchers who observed
both morphotypes in the same or adjacent populations (2, 3). This study used GM (MorphoJ (4),
tpsRelw (5)) to quantify traditionally qualitative diagnostic morphological characters within seven
Montrichardia populations of one region and compare character variation within and between
populations.
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Key Results. Leaf shape varied widely from sagittate to cordate but this qualitative distinction was
shown to be complex; the symmetric shape variable predominant in most populations (Fig. C)
expressed a shape change which showed significant differences between populations but no
allometric relationship with leaf blade centroid size. Two less important shape variables (Figs. D, E)
did show significant allometry; all three express aspects of the intuitive sagittate-cordate shape
trend. Cluster analysis revealed two very clear groups consisting of left- or right-handed leaves
expressed in MorphoJ analyses as the predominant asymmetric shape variable (Fig. F). Ligule
length was shown to be significantly correlated with leaf blade centroid size. Anterior lobe
secondary vein number varied from 4 to 8 on each side (mode = 6) and showed significant
differences between populations. Basiscopic secondary vein number differed more markedly
between populations and correlated significantly with the relative width of the basiscopic lamina.
The sinus shape, as measured by shape variables (using sliding pseudo-landmarks, Fig. G)
describing the basiscopic lamina, varied widely across the populations and was significantly
different between them.
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Conclusions. The populations do not conform to the traditional two-species distinction. The range
of variation in leaf shape, ligule length and sinus shape included both morphotypes, was
continuous and to some exent correlated with size. However, since anterior lobe secondary vein
number was never as low as 3 (the diagnostic value for M. arborescens) the populations studied
are nearer the M. linifera morphotype. Genetic and ecological studies are needed to further
investigate inter-population morphological differences. The study offers a quantitative methodology
for comparing other populations, particularly in regions where M. arborescens is recognized as
predominant, such as northern South America and the Caribbean.
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